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The Trinity 2002 among seventh day adventists the doctrine of the trinity is often taken for granted but
increasingly it is opposed by a small minority who have retreated to the anti trinitarian position of the
pioneers in response the authors each a specialist in his field trace the doctrine of the trinity through
scripture church history and the writings of ellen g white the first section surveys the biblical
foundations of the doctrine and addresses objections that have been raised other sections trace the
development of the doctrine in christian history in adventist history and in the writings of ellen white
the authors explain why the doctrine was resisted by many of the leading pioneers the final section asks
so what it discusses the theological and practical implications of trinitarian belief worship and practice
showing how it affects what we believe about salvation atonement the great controversy and other
significant doctrines with glossaries bibliography and index this comprehensive primer on the trinity will
shed new light on the central beliefs of christianity and show how god still leads his church into all
truth introduction section one the biblical evidence for the full deity of christ the personality of the
spirit and the unity and oneness of the godhead chapter 1 the strongest bible evidence for the trinity
chapter 2 the full and eternal deity of christ part i the new testament epistles the old testament and the
gospels chapter 3 the full and eternal deity of christ part ii the gospel of john chapter 4 the
personality and deity of the spirit and the triune oneness of the godhead chapter 5 trinitarian evidences
in the book of revelation chapter 6 biblical objections to the trinity chapter 7 logical objections to the
trinity section two the history of the trinity doctrine from a d 100 to a d 1500 section three trinity and
anti trinitarianism from the reformation to the advent movement section four the doctrine of the trinity
and its implications for christian thought and practice index
The Trinity and Martin Luther 1999 one of the vital issues in contemporary christian theology is the
problem of a renewed understanding of god s eternity and its relation to time this is not merely a
peripheral doctrinal issue but lies at the heart of our understanding of god and humanity and contributes
to our entire worldview this study focuses on a long standing debate between two competing views on god s
eternity one focused on god s absolute timelessness in classical theism and the other on god s temporal
everlastingness in contemporary panentheism in contrast to both of these well worn options this book
presents an alternative trinitarian analogical understanding of god s eternity and its relation to time
especially through a critical reflection on karl barth s and hans urs von balthasar s engagement of the
issue this analogical approach based on the dynamic and dramatic concepts of god s being in relation and
of the triune god s communicative action in eternity and time has the potential to resolve the debate
between absolute timeless eternity and temporal everlasting duration
Time, Eternity, and the Trinity 2010-03-01 this interdisciplinary study is the result of an international
and ecumenical meeting of nineteen scholars held in new york at easter 1998 the trinity summit biblical
experts examine the scriptural roots of trinitarian doctrine patristic scholars correct those who continue
to misinterpret the trinitarian teaching of the cappadocians and augustine and five scholars examine
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systematic and foundational issues like the viability of social models for the trinity the volume ends
with a study of the trinity in art and the challenge of preaching the trinity today the international
reputation of the participants reflects and guarantees the high quality of this joint work
The Trinity 1999 the trinity is central to christian faith but many christians have questions about what
the trinity is and why we believe in a trinitarian god in the tripersonal god gerald o collins examnes the
roots and development of trinitarian belief drawing on three areas for reflection testimony to the
tripersonal god in the scriptures both the old testament background and the teaching of paul and the
gospel writers the development of trinitarian doctrine from the second century writers and the early
councils of the church through medieval theology and modern challenges major trinitarian issues of today
such as naming the trinity the distinct personal existence of the holy spirit and trinitarian imagery a
comprehensive contemporary inquiry the tripersonal god illuminates the historical and scriptural roots of
belief in the trinity and clarifies contemporary trends in trinitarian thought
The Tripersonal God 1999 the premier volume in an exciting new series of guides to the core beliefs of the
christian faith the trinity provides beginning theology readers with a basic knowledge of the doctrine of
god s triune nature concise nontechnical and up to date the book offers a detailed historical and
theological description of the doctrine of the trinity tracing its development from the first days of
christianity through the medieval and reformation eras and into the modern age special attention is given
to early church controversies and church fathers who helped carve out the doctrine of the triune god as
well as to its twentieth century renaissance the second half of the book contains a detailed annotated
bibliography of all major books written about the trinity
The Trinity 2002 unique for its breadth in studying theologians not only from europe and north america but
also from latin america asia and africa this landmark volume introduces the doctrine of the trinity
examining the work and thought of contemporary theologians throughout the world veli matti karkkainen
provides an overview of the biblical roots of the doctrine discussing both the idea of plurality in god in
the old testament and the rise of trinitarian understandings in the new testament he details the
historical growth of trinitarian traditions and delves into specific theologies both western and non
western also including both an introductory consideration of the doctrine s significance and a concluding
assessment and agenda for future thought karkkainen sthe trinityis the broadest and most comprehensive
contemporary study on the trinity available
The Trinity 2007-01-01 over 100 000 copies sold worldwide preaching survey of the year s best books for
preachers why is god love because god is a trinity why can we be saved because god is a trinity how are we
able to live the christian life through the trinity in this lively book we find an introduction to
christianity and the christian life that is from start to finish rooted in our triune god father son and
spirit not only do we understand the person and work of christ through the trinity but also prayer the
church and every aspect of our faith with wit and clarity reeves draws from church history down to the
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present referencing a wide range of notable teachers and preachers here is a rich and enjoyable portrayal
of the basic beliefs of christianity that opens up the profound and life changing truths of our faith
Delighting in the Trinity 2012-07-03 シリーズ三作品総括dvd book 過去 現在 それぞれの時のダンテがいる 戦い 愛し 壮絶な宿命と立ち向かう彼の姿がある 三つのデビルメ
イクライのストーリーを辿ることでダンテの生き様は浮き彫りになり 真の魂を感じられる
DEVIL MAY CRY FILM DVD BOOK 2006-08-23 the trinity is one of the most central doctrines in christianity
one of the tenets that is completely unique to to the christian faith this glossy full color trinity
pamphlet explains the trinity in clear easy to understand terms and illustrations this basic booklet with
a simple explanation of the trinity also answers 6 common misunderstandings about the god the father son
and holy spirit this is a perfect basic trinity bible study for those wishing to understand their faith
and defend the trinity how to explain the trinity the trinity defined the trinity is one of the great
mysteries of the faith defining the trinity is both simple and complex god is one yet god exists in 3
persons father son and holy spirit it is a biblical concept that goes beyond the human understanding this
trinity pamphlet gives a basic explanation and definition of this important christian belief this trinity
booklet includes a clear easy to understand definition of the trinity doctrine the 60 scriptures used to
support the belief that the father son and holy spirit are all god not three names for the same person
chart comparing the power and attributes of the 3 persons of the trinity chart comparing the unique traits
of god and jesus this trinity explanation also answers 6 key misunderstandings about god for example
jehovah s witnesses do not believe in the trinity they point out bible verses that appear to contradict
the christian belief in the trinity but their interpretation is incorrect this easy to use trinity booklet
presents compelling evidence of a triune god and defense of the trinity doctrine this booklet is useful
for a trinity bible study sunday school lesson homeschool curriculum or evangelism size 8 5 x 5 5 unfolds
to 33 long fits inside most bible covers christian beliefs and church history explained in the trinity
pamphlet the trinity pamphlet helps believers know what they believe and why they believe this critical
christian doctrine in 12 panels of rich well research information the pamphlet addresses topics such as
what christians believe about the trinity the father is god jesus is god the holy spirit is god the
trinity and the bible misunderstandings about the trinity how early christians dealt with
misunderstandings about the trinity the trinity in the early church and the creeds important trinitarian
bible verses and references church history and the doctrine of the trinity more than 60 new testament
bible passages mention the three persons of the trinity together theophilus sixth bishop of antioch syria
is the first person known to have used the word trinity in his work refutation of autolycus ad 168 more
than a half dozen writers prior to the 4th century defended the doctrine of the trinity the trinity
pamphlet gives a list of names and dates 6 misunderstandings and misinterpretations about the trinity it s
probably not surprising that a doctrine that s as critical as the trinity is at the center of numerous
misunderstandings the trinity pamphlet addresses six of the most common trinity misunderstandings
misunderstanding 1 the word trinity does not appear in the bible it is a belief made up by 4th century
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christians misunderstanding 2 christians believe there are three gods misunderstanding 3 jesus is not god
misunderstanding 4 jesus is a lesser god than the father misunderstanding 5 the father the son and the
spirit are just different titles for jesus or three different ways that god has revealed himself
misunderstanding 6 jesus wasn t really fully god and fully man the christian creeds and the trinity the
trinity pamphlet reveals how early christians addressed these misunderstandings through some of the
earliest statements of faith the apostles creed written in the second century and the trinity the nicene
creed ad 325 and the trinity athanasian creed written c ad 400 and the trinity chalcedoian creed written
in ad 451 and the trinity one of the most powerful charts on the trinity pamphlet shows that god and jesus
christ share 10 key traits that are mentioned in the old testament as applying to no one but god another
trinity chart shows seven divine attributes shared by father son and holy spirit with scripture references
for each reviews for the trinity pamphlet rose publishing has a an excellent fold out pamphlet on the
trinity that is lay friendly and deals with cultic objections to the doctrine highly recommended paul
carden executive director the centers for apologetic research
The Trinity 2022-05-03 this book brings together leading scholars from diverse theological perspectives to
reflect on various theological and practical aspects of the core christian doctrine of the trinity
throughout the contributors highlight the trinitarian shape of spiritual formation the esteemed lineup of
contributors includes alister mcgrath ellen t charry avery cardinal dulles sj frederica mathewes green j i
packer james earl massey gerald l bray cornelius plantinga jr and timothy george this book will appeal to
students church leaders and interested laity it is the second book in the beeson divinity studies series
God the Holy Trinity 2006-10 what does being made in the image of god mean if god is father son and spirit
in like father like son tom smail offers an answer to this question based on the doctrine of the trinity
asserting that we are only human when we reflect the relationship between father son and holy spirit the
book focuses on what it is to be like each part of the trinity focusing in particular on the initiating
love of the father the responsive love of the son and the creative love of the holy spirit interacting
with sociological theological and personal issues of concern on a day to day level like father like son is
relevant to christian living in both the church and the world
Like Father, Like Son 2006-03-21 this companion explores how the christian doctrine of the trinity has
been understood and articulated in the last two thousand years the trinitarian theologies of key
theologians are carefully examined and the doctrine of the trinity is brought into dialogue with different
religions as well as with other christian beliefs
The Cambridge Companion to the Trinity 2011-06-30 provides an overall view of the history and the
philosophical and theological significance of god the trinity from religious anthropological and
sociocultural perspectives following the generative progressive method advocated by the second vatican
council
From the Trinity 2020-10-23 the mystery of the trinity is the central christian belief that defines god s
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essence god s ongoing love for humanity and saving grace yet over the past few centuries especially in the
west christians have either ceased believing in the trinity or simply no longer recognize its relevance in
their ecclesial or individual lives written in an ecumenical spirit that engages contemporary questions
and theological viewpoints the trinity rediscovering the central christian mystery articulates the mystery
of the trinity for people formed by modern historical consciousness science awareness of the equal dignity
of men and women and respect for world religions by first identifying contemporary problems with the
christian proclamation of the trinity in our culture and major differences among modern theologians john
farrelly osb explores scripture the life and message of jesus christ the various stages of the development
of trinitarian doctrine in christian history the relation of the trinity to creation and salvation the
generation of the son from the father within the trinity and the procession of the holy spirit from father
and son and the meaning of three persons in one god he concludes by reflecting on the implications this
renewed theology of the trinity has for ecclesiology and christian spirituality in our twenty first
century world especially in relation to other world religions
The Trinity 2005 the trinity discusses the importance of the doctrine of the trinity for contemporary
faith it explores the development of the doctrine of the trinity in church history shows the modern issues
and developments and speaks practically about the significance of this doctrine for the christian life
The Trinity 2001-01-01 for 1700 years the trinity has been considered the cornerstone of christianity by
all mainstream churches but the bibles words for god appearing thousands of times never mean a triune god
the concept of the trinity has been taught to churchgoers based solely on implication and inference the
truth is the scriptures dont support the doctrine of the trinity but it has been indoctrinated into the
minds of otherwise intelligent and well educated christians and perpetuated as a mystery not meant to be
understood the majority of christians have not bothered to investigate the doctrine for themselves and
consequently have been duped ms lackey suggests that far too many christians attend church with the
attitude tell me pastor what do i believe today ms lackey expressed her resentment at being accused of
being a heretic not being a christian and being condemned to hell because of her strong belief in the
human jesus the messiah and son of god as opposed to being the one almighty god her strong conviction led
her to collaborate with biblical unitarian authors to create a book that challenges the centuries old man
made doctrines of the trinity the mainstay of ecclesiastical tradition ms lackey sees the trinity as
blight on the true christianity taught by jesus christ for the benefit of humanity and feels trinitarian
christians have traded hebrew theology for geek mythology with barely a question asked she further
contends that the majority of christians believe in the trinity primarily because they are expected to not
to accept this dogma would place them under condemnation from both their brethren and the clergy ms lackey
invites churchgoers everywhere to consider that they may have been drawn into a thinly veiled polytheism a
belief in more than one god she adamantly contends that christians must take more responsibility for their
beliefs and stop settling for centuries old creeds and doctrines as scriptural truth the cover
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illustration depicts the agony experienced by michael servetus a brilliant spanish physician and
theologian who as one of the first protestants to challenge the trinity was slowly burned at the stake in
1553 his book fastened to his thigh at the instigation of the protestant reformer john calvin
The Tyranny of the Trinity 2008-07-29 though trinitarian theology has enjoyed a resurgence of interest in
the last few years there is a lamentable lacuna in much of this study a gap between intellectual rigor and
concrete experience while the contributions of augustine of hippo and thomas aquinas are important to any
foundational study of the trinity a strictly philosophical and scholastic approach has proved to be both
contentious and problematic as a result many are left wanting for more meaningful expressions of this
profound mystery anne hunt fills this lacuna and offers a fresh avenue of reflection she explores the
distinctly trinitarian insights of a number of christian mystics hildegard of bingen and meister eckhart
bonaventure and elizabeth of the trinity teresa of avila and john of the cross william of st thierry and
julian of norwich readers will find that the mystery of the divine life and love that was so tangibly
given and so palpably experienced by these mystics is now offered to us through them anne hunt is faculty
dean of theology and philosophy at australian catholic university she is currently vice president of the
australian catholic theological association she is author of trinity nexus of the mysteries of christian
faith what are they saying about the trinity and the trinity and the paschal mystery
The Trinity 2010-04-01 annotation a historical and systematic investigation of the doctrine of the trinity
The Three-personed God 1982 in this work jackson lashier provides a fresh reading of irenaeus
understanding of god in dialogue with his opponents and sources revealing a more developed trinitarian
theology than is commonly accorded the second century in general and irenaeus in particular
The Trinity and the Kingdom 2014 Òa primary condition for fresh thinking on the trinity is an accurate
objective account of past and present thoughtÓ wrote one reviewer when the triune god first appeared in
1972 Òthis is what fortman has presented sensitively accurately and compactly Ó the author sets out Òto
trace the historical development of trinitarian doctrine from its written beginnings to its contemporary
status Ó thus he treats the biblical witness the council of nicea augustine the middle ages and the
development of this doctrine from the fifteenth century to the present in the protestant orthodox and
catholic traditions
Irenaeus on the Trinity 2014-09-18 although the doctrine of the trinity is a core christian belief it
remains contested in terms of how it is conceptualized and expressed this essential guide expounds
different conceptual models and the technical language used to express these models providing a complete
overview as well as new insights into the area the trinity a guide for the perplexed is an essential read
for students of christian theology
The Triune God 1999-02-23 the father the son and the holy spirit in the bible and in christian experience
are all vital to the reality of salvation but since the word trinity does not appear in the bible many
people wonder whether the doctrine is anything more than an intellectual puzzle created by theologians
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this book leads readers step by step to a robust understanding of god as a trinity
The Trinity: A Guide for the Perplexed 2008-10-19 christians have always believed in the triune god but
they haven t always understood or used the doctrine of the trinity consistently in order to form a
coherent view of trinitarian theology it s important for christians to have a working knowledge of the two
legitimate models for explaining this doctrine classical presenting a traditional view of the trinity
represented by the baptist theologian stephen r holmes and the roman catholic theologian paul d molnar
relational presenting the promise and potential hazards of a relational doctrine represented by the
evangelical theologian thomas h mccall and the baptist philosopher paul s fiddes in this volume of the
counterpoints series leading contributors establish their models and approaches to the doctrine of the
trinity or the relationship between the threeness and oneness of the divine life each expert highlights
the strengths of his view in order to argue how it best reflects the orthodox perspective in order to
facilitate a genuine debate and to make sure that the key issues are revealed each contributor addresses
the same questions regarding their trinitarian methodology doctrine and its implications
The Trinity, Practically Speaking 2012-01-06 paul s ways of speaking about god jesus and the spirit are
intricately intertwined talking about any one of the three for paul implies reference to all of them
together however much current pauline scholarship discusses paul s god christ and spirit language without
reference to trinitarian theology in contrast to that trend wesley hill argues in this book that later
post pauline trinitarian theologies represent a better approach opening a fresh angle on paul s earlier
talk about god the father jesus christ and the spirit hill looks critically at certain well known
discussions in the field of new testament studies those by n t wright richard bauckham larry hurtado and
others in light of patristic and contemporary trinitarian theologies resulting in an innovative approach
to an old set of questions adeptly integrating biblical exegesis and historical systematic theology hill s
paul and the trinity shows how trinitarian theologies illumine interpretive difficulties in a way that
more recent theological concepts have failed to do
Jesus and the Trinity 1960 the doctrine of the trinity confounds many christians because they do not have
a proper understanding of this truth they therefore lack the means to make it meaningful in their theology
worship and everyday life resurrecting the trinity wants to change this in non academic prose this book
explains the fuzziness and apathy surrounding the trinity it provides a fascinating and erudite journey as
to how it got this way and then goes on to show how it is the center of everything and how this glorious
doctrine exudes with love vitality and richness an expert in historical and systematic theology the author
contends that the existence of god as trinity was the central affirmation of the ancient church and the
truth from which all other theological understanding flowed however for us western christians both
protestant and catholic the trinity has faded into obscurity the light shed by its reality dimmed to the
point of nearly flickering out while we still verbally affirm the truth of the trinity for all practical
purposes we have lost its meaning and in the process lost the biblical picture of jesus christ as lord of
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creation as well were we to deny the trinity altogether it is doubtful much would change in our churches
on a day to day basis
Two Views on the Doctrine of the Trinity 2014-09-02 this book attempts to reconceive the trinity its
thesis is that the father beget the son in or by the holy spirit the spirit proceeds from the father as
the one in whom the son is begotten while some contemporary authors have proposed a similar view no one
has done so in such a complete and systematic fashion reconceiving the trinity in this way has a number of
advantages firstly it is more in keeping with the new testament proclamation and thus it more closely
aligns the economic and immanent trinity secondly it overcomes the inadequacies of traditional trinitarian
formulations in both eastern and western churches which incorporates erroneous philosophical
presuppositions thirdly it offers a resolution to the filioque controversy which may be acceptable to both
the latin and the orthodox churches this book is therefore highly ecumenical in importance fourthly it
gives a more active and essential role to the holy spirit within the immanent trinity something that has
been lacking throughout the trinitarian tradition the true subjectivity or personality of the holy spirit
is more clearly defined this book brings out the spiritual and practical importance of the trinity for the
everyday lives of christians it defines more clearly how christians are grafted into the very life of the
trinity how they come to relate to the persons of the trinity in a manner analogous to the way they relate
to one another
Paul and the Trinity 2015-03-27 the ground breaking treatment of the doctrine of the trinity by one of the
most important theologians of the century is here reprinted on the 30th anniversary of its orginal
publication in this treatise karl rahner analyzes the place of the doctrine of the trinity within catholic
theology and develops his own highly original and innovative reading of the doctrine including his now
famous dictum
Resurrecting the Trinity 2018-08-28 paul c h lim offers an insightful examination of the polemical debates
about the doctrine of the trinity in seventeenth century england showing that this philosophical and
theological re configuration significantly impacted the politics of religion in the early modern period
through analysis of these heated polemics lim shows how trinitarian god talk became untenable in many
ecclesiastical and philosophical circles which led to the emergence of unitarianism he also demonstrates
that those who continued to embrace trinitarian doctrine articulated their piety and theological
perspectives in an increasingly secularized culture of discourse drawing on both unexplored manuscripts
and well known treatises of continental and english provenance he unearths the complex layers of the
polemic from biblical exegesis to reception history of patristic authorities from popular religious
radicalism during the civil war to puritan spirituality from continental socinians to english anti
trinitarians who avowed their relative independent theological identity from the notion of the platonic
captivity of primitive christianity to that of plato as moses atticus among this book s surprising
conclusions are the findings that anti trinitarian sentiment arose from a puritan ambience in which
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biblical literalism overcame rationalistic presuppositions and that theology and philosophy were not as
unconnected during this period as previously thought mystery unveiled will fill a significant lacuna in
early modern english intellectual history
The Father's Spirit of Sonship 2011-01-01 the word trinity is not in the bible the expression of the
doctrine was developed over a long period and finalized only in the fourth century many christians who
want to be biblical have questioned the official church doctrine on the godhead the following collection
of articles from a a seventh day adventist conference in sydney emphasizes however that the concept of the
trinity is thoroughly biblical the book covers a variety of aspects of the discussion of the doctrine both
biblical historical and theological such as the trinity in the gospel of john the meaning of monegenes
kellogg and the trinity and islam and the trinity
The Trinity 2001-01-04 why be concerned with the trinity what does it mean to say i believe in the father
the son and the holy spirit in this accessible work leonardo boff takes up the ancient doctrine of the
trinity showing its meaning and relevance for christian faith today in a series of short chapters boff
unpacks the mysteries of the trinity spelling out the difference it makes to believe that god is communion
rather than solitude instead of an image of god as solitary ruler standing aloof above a static universe
belief in the trinity means that at the root of everything there is movement there is an eternal process
of life of outward movement and love while comprehensive in his treatment of the theological and
anthropological dimensions of the trinity boff is especially interested in the social implications in the
trinity we find a program of liberation to the infinite degree difference and distinction equality and
perfect communion the holy trinity is among other things the image of the perfect community at the same
time in the trinity we find the best image of the church not a hierarchy of power but a community of
diverse gifts and functions thus comprehension of the trinity in which god comes out to meet us in the
full realization of our yearnings empowers our efforts for a better world and a more faithful church book
jacket jacket
Mystery Unveiled 2012-09-27 how is the one god also three persons how is jesus fully god and fully human
who in the world should we pray to and why does any of it matter steve dancause offers a succinct and
profound investigation into how what we think about god as trinity matters in our faith our work and our
love it matters because the walls of our churches are cracking around us we can keep patching things up
but it is better to go to the foundation and do the hard digging with the right foundation the structure
holds and it stands the test of eternity and it is only in jesus and the trinity he reveals to us that we
build our lives on solid rock let s dig down together the jesus way small books of radical faith delve
into big questions about god s work in the world these concise practical books are deeply rooted in
anabaptist theology crafted by a diverse community of internationally renowned scholars pastors and
practitioners the jesus way series helps readers deepen their faith in christ and enliven their witness
accessible jesus centered theology from an anabaptist perspective designed for use by individual readers
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small groups and christian education classes glossary of terms and discussion and reflection questions in
each volume
Biblical and Theological Studies on the Trinity 2013-12-31 the artist and the trinity aims to create a
christian theology of work based on dorothy l sayers analogy of the trinity to the process of artistic
creation sayers analogy gives us an account of the person that does not collapse into the atomismof the
individual of modern liberal capitalism but is fully relational by putting sayers into dialogue with
alasdair macintyre the book develops a fully trinitarian theology of work that accounts for the
interdependence of human beings and for the ethical requirements of caring for the weak the young and the
old in a way that is gender neutral
Holy Trinity, Perfect Community 2000 this survey from the examine the evidence series spells out what god
s word says about the relationship between the father son and holy spirit and the practical results this
truth has in our lives
What is the Trinity and Why Does it Matter? 2020-03-31 what s special about oneness pentecostals in this
penetrating analysis of oneness theology and practice gregory boyd reveals the experience of four years of
personal involvement in a oneness church although oneness pentecostals belief in christ s deity
establishes some common ground with other christians their aggressive denial of the trinity has
nonetheless fostered their indisputably sub christian ideas about god s character about salvation and
about christian living
The Artist and the Trinity 2014-03-27 there is a gridlock in churches today regarding the role of women
this debate extends beyond the relationship between men and women in 1 corinthians 11 3 when paul says the
head of woman is man and the head of christ is god he is drawing a parallel between the relationship of
men and women and the relationship of the father and the son within the trinity this book explores the
controversial theological premise that while maintaining equality of essence functionally the son is
eternally subordinate to the father and women are permanently subordinate to men nancy hedberg shares from
her research and personal experience to make the case that equality of essence on the one hand and
permanent functional subordination on the other whether applied to the trinity or the relationship between
men and women is a questionable premise and is not supported logically historically or biblically women
men and the trinity includes contemporary historical and biblical research regarding functional and
essential equality and explores the practical implications of true equality
What is the Trinity? 2001
Understanding the Trinity 2001-01-01
The Source of All Love 2017-03-16
Oneness Pentecostals and the Trinity 1992-06-01
Women, Men, and the Trinity 2010-04-01
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